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  Founded in 1980, Goater has decades of 
experience in forward-looking design and 
flawless craftsmanship that creating 
unsurpassed kitchen solutions.

  We drive for innovation with an obsession 
for detail and an unrelenting focus on quality.
From design to installation, every step of the 
process, we create unique value, delivering 
living kitchens where eco-friendly wood and 
top quality fittings are employed.

  Elegant appearance with smart functionality, 
we listen to customers to realizing exclusively 
customized kitchen designs which precisely 
meet their needs.
Superior Artworks!

Goater, Irreplaceable!

About
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Advantage
Professional kitchen cabinets manufacturing factory: We have our own profes-

sional factory and operation headquarters in Taiwan to monitor quality and 

control.

We have the expertise in kitchen cabinets to assist you and through one-stop 

service, provide a complete service plan. 

→ confirm cabinet size → 

product selection → factory manufacturing → shipment

Strictly select environmentally friendly and low formaldehyde Panels: select 

European imported E1 / F☆☆☆☆ panels, to protect your health. (F

☆☆☆☆ is the highest standard of JIS (Japanese Industrial Standards) in 

Japan, the formaldehyde emission≦0.3mg/L, and the formaldehyde content is 

close to zero.)

Professional machinery and equipment: Use the leading machinery and equipment 
for wood processing machinery, and cooperate with professional technicians to 
improve work efficiency, production capacity and quality

Professional SOP assembly process: incoming inspection → assembly line → 

In-factory adjustment → quality management → shipping packaging.

Austria's top hardware: "Blum" Soft-close hinges and buffer drawer slides series 
are standard hardware for kitchen cabinets; the drawer slides can be opened and 
closed up to 100,000 times under full load, and the service life of the hinges 
can also withstand 200,000 door opening and closing movements,Selected 
hardware that  brings you a smooth and quiet comfortable use experience.
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Certification
Starting from the concept of "home", we attach great importance to the quality of your 
home life and insist on introducing high-quality Austrian KAINDL sheets, an environmentally 
friendly board with the lowest formaldehyde content and highest moisture resistance coeffi-
cient in compliance with Taiwan standard F1 grade; And through a number of SGS 
inspections, in line with domestic and foreign environmental protection label certification, 
protect your health, and do your best for environmental protection.
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#01 GREENWICH
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#01
GREENWICH
  Charming and lovely smile can be seen 
while River Thames flows through the 
Greenwich, a symbolic and historical city 
in London. The original design concept of 
curve shaped “Greenwich Series” was 
coming from there.
Red brick wall brings out the atmosphere 
of Victorian era, a remarkable Industrial 
Revolution that lead the industry and life 
into a modernized new age.
Retro classical outlook figured with modern 
functional equipment and eco-friendly ma-
terials, from “Greenwich”, you won’t feel 
the conflict of age, but rather a cultural 
fusion, leading Kitchen life into a new 
style of enjoyment.

#01 GREENWICH
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#01 GREENWICH
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#02 GREENWICH BLACK
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#02
GREENWICH BLACK
  The kitchen cabinets have an unadorned look with a focus on 
practical design and craftsmanship.

Each door consists of a recessed panel and a four-piece wood 
frame, as a symbol of shaker style in simple lines and underrated 
elegance.

A marble wall panel matches perfectly with a CaesarStone quartz 
countertop.
Appliances, such as Teka Oven, Coffee Machine and Hob, can 
be properly installed in your loft and open kitchen area.
Blum Tip-On drawers also assure the functional use of equipment 
combing with the eco-friendly kitchen design.
  
While the retro classic outlook harmonizes with technology, a 
relaxed and modern home life is shown to be the feature of 
Greenwich kitchen.

The classical frame-shaped door panel 
match with the three-dimensional modeling 
line panel, which enriches the aesthetic 
feeling and increases the visual layering.
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The constant-speed spring device can make the pull basket have 

a slow-down effect when it is lowered, and it can also save 

effort when pushed up to return, make it easy to take out 

objects and increase the utilization rate of the cabinet space.

The lifting rail can make the hanger drop to the height within 

reach at will, and it is very convenient to access items.

Provides a new option for handleless drawers. The drawer 

can be opened easily and effortlessly when pressed. It 

combines design and practicability, and adds a cushioning 

effect to improve durability.

Upper Cabinet with Lifting Rack

Blum TANDEMBOX plus drawer series

Austrian Push-to-Open Drawer Slides
Cabinet System Furniture

It can be placed between the living room and the kitchen, with 

the shape of a general cabinet, the convenience of a drawer, 

and a larger storage space.
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#03 URBAN
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#03
URBAN

Urban is marked by its clean lines and solid 
colors becoming the highlight of your house!

E0 grade door panels, based on the highest 
standard for formaldehyde emission, have 
matte finishes to prevent fingerprints on.
The Neolith countertop is resistant to scratch-
ing, high temperatures, chemicals and UV 
rays in addition to being stain resistant and 
featuring its porosity of nearly 0%.
A built-in lighting system - motion sensor 
drawer lights and cabinet touch lights to 
illuminate the storage and work space.
There are also a variety of functional prod-
ucts, such as a lift up dish dryer and cup-
board, and XPOWER track sockets.
The highest level of aesthetics, functionality 
and safety fully satisfies “urban” people. 
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Drawer Light
A built-in lighting system kitchen 

contemporary design.

Electric lifting Dish Dryer
Electric Rack

XPOWER track sockets.

E0 grade door panels, based on the highest standard for formal-

dehyde emission, have matte finishes to prevent fingerprints on.
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#04 TAICHI
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The base storage using toe kick drawer with 
push-to-open drawer slides can store heavier 
seasonings or pots and increase the storage capacity 
by about 12%.

The toe kick drawer with push to open drawer slides 
is also used with "soft-close blumotion", making 
doors close softly and effortlessly. The tip-on 
blumotion has full-opening buffer low pumping with 
heightened drawer glass sides " to increase the 
drawer side support, increase the storage capacity, 
and keep the container from falling outside. The 
push-to-open drawer slide rail can carry 30~50kg, 
which is more durable than other brands on the 
market and is not easy to rust.

The Toe kick drawer with push to open drawer 
slides and drawer glass sides is selected from the 
Austrian brand blum, which has been tested the 
repeated pull-and-push test of more than 100,000 
times, and its durability is much better than other 
brands’ Toe kick drawer with push to open drawer 
slides domestically and globally.

#04
TAICHI
Tai Chi is an ancient Chinese philosophy 
about the natural world and is one of the 
central elements of traditional Chinese 
culture." The "Tai Chi" series of Goater 
Kitchen is based on this kind of thought 
and philosophy, linear shape, simple but 
elegant; functional but intuitive operation, 
simplying all the complicated elements 
back to origin. Specially selected materials 
and craftsman's no compromised work, 
make "Tai Chi" a unique and touched 
artwork. 
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#05 LOHAS
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#05
LOHAS

This ideal kitchen planning makes the cooking 
process easier and more relaxed.
The door panels have a pure white glossy 
texture, with a light color to match any style.
Oven and microwave cabinets are available in 
different configurations and various sizes to 
accommodate kinds of appliances, pots and 
pans.
The single sink made in Japan has a large 
space and basket easy to wash pots and 
pans.
The blind corner cabinet includes a Lazy 
Susan to make the most of kitchen space 
access storage easily.
LOHAS creates an opportunity for people with 
a small budget to cook to their heart’s con-
tent.

#05 LOHAS
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■ The door panels have a pure white glossy texture, with a light 
color to match any style.

■ Oven and microwave cabinets are available in different configura-
tions and various sizes to accommodate kinds of appliances, pots 
and pans.

■ LOHAS system furniture creates an opportunity for middle class 
people with a small budget to cook to their heart’s content.

The single sink made in Japan has a large space and basket easy 
to wash pots and pans.

Swing Tray in Corner Base Cabinet 
for U-&L-Shaped Kitchen
The swing tray in corner base cabinet solves the 
problem of opening collision of the two door panels 
and L-shaped kitchen cabinets at the corner and 
use the corner space more efficiently. The L-shaped 
kitchen cabinets can be pulled directly, and the deep 
kitchen corner base cabinet storage can be seen at 
a glance.
The swing tray is with special mechanism so easy 
to open buffer low pumping. It is easy to be 
accessed to the depth storage and increases the 
storage usage rate. It can load 15 kg.
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#06 AURA
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#06
AUAR

A bar design is the highlight of AURA series creating a laid-back and cozy 
atmosphere perfect for a Friday night house party.

The kitchen can be transformed into a lounge bar by the extension of func-
tional design, lengthening the island into a dining table and bar design.
The high gloss lacquer doors of the island and cabinets combine the wood 
dining table creating an emphatic contrast with a sleek, clean, modern feel.  
A steam collector effectively exhausts steam and extends cabinet life.
Drawer dividers help organize the contents inside the drawers, and keep 
glassware and tableware from sliding around and bumping into each other.
The classic chic AURA kitchen will be your favorite space to chat with 
friends and unwind after work with a drink.
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#06 AURA
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#07 VICTOR
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#07 VICTOR
Victor, a kitchen strengthens family’s relationship
People in Nordic countries think highly of Family Relationship, consider-
ing Kitchen as the core of daily life. They have fun to cook meals, 
bake desserts with their families and take it as pleasure.

VICTOR series using white wood panels, showing the Nordic atmo-
sphere, and tall cabinets design that could store all kitchen appliances 
and goods properly. Large door design removes the excess lines, and 
electric sliding doors that makes it easy to open the doors without any 
effort. Victor Series turns the direction of traditional L-shaped kitchen, 
offering an open-plan space.

Everyone could enjoy cooking entirely in the kitchen, whether for Parents 
and Kids or for a light meal cooking.
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#07 VICTOR
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#08 Dressing Room Furniture Systems
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#08 Dressing Room Furniture Systems
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#08 Dressing Room Furniture Systems

Designer | Jyun nan
Main Style | Modern Style

Children's dressing room Door Panels- Larch Grain

#08
Dressing Room Furniture Systems

The open wardrobe in the master bedroom is designed with gray leather as 
the main color, which is rendered with warm yellow light, showing a low-key 
luxury taste. The children's room uses simple and natural larch wood grain, 
which adds comfort to the space. Through the column hardware, pull baskets, 
hanging rods, etc., the clothes can be arranged in an orderly manner, creat-
ing a dressing storage space with both fashion and beauty.
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OUR CASE
Goater offers great Modern system 
furniture and system kitchen contemporary 
design. The countertop is resistant to 
scratching, high temperatures, chemicals 
and UV rays, stain resistant. Contact us 
for more information via email.

Designer | Leo
Main Style | Modern Style

Solid Surface
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Designer | Frank Chen
Main Style | Modern Style
Main Material | DCement Gray Door Panels
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Designer | Howard Chen
Main Style | Modern Nordic style

Countertops: Margarita Quartz
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